The Early Childhood Special Education Itinerant Network is designed to provide a forum for Itinerant teachers to join together to discuss the challenges and successes that are inherent in the Itinerant Service Delivery Model. In this supportive environment, participants will learn from each other as they share stories, problem solve, and explore current evidence-based strategies while striving toward improving their coaching and consulting skills.

**Audience:**

Early Childhood Itinerant Teachers and Related Services personnel who serve young children itinerantly. Early Childhood Administrators/Supervisors are welcome to join in.

**Location:**

Hybrid: In-person and Zoom
Educational Service Center
6393 Oak Tree Blvd.
Independence, OH 44131

**Time:**

1:00 p.m.—3:30 p.m.

**Registration:**

9/1/2023: [https://tinyurl.com/ECItinerant9123](https://tinyurl.com/ECItinerant9123)
11/3/2023: [https://tinyurl.com/ECItinerant11323](https://tinyurl.com/ECItinerant11323)
1/12/2024: [https://tinyurl.com/ECItinerant11224](https://tinyurl.com/ECItinerant11224)
3/8/2024: [https://tinyurl.com/ECItinerant3824](https://tinyurl.com/ECItinerant3824)
5/3/2024: [https://tinyurl.com/ECItinerant5324](https://tinyurl.com/ECItinerant5324)

**Contact Hours:** 2.5 per session

For assistance please contact:
Shonte’ Smith
216-264-1645
shonte.smith@escneo.org

This event was supported in whole or in part by the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs, (Award #Q27A090111A, CFDA 34.027A, awarded to the Ohio Department of Education). The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the policy or position of the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education Programs, and no official endorsement by the Department should be inferred.